
Professor Luis .W. Alvarez. 
‘Lawrence Readistion Laborator 

-. University of California .:.: 
Berkeley, California: 9472 20. 

Dear Dre: Alvares: 

rBicy ‘I WES pleased to ‘get your detailed letter: of September 20 
had been "Tlogreg.y your surprising © repl 
the bottom of my Bynes yor September » Le. in the. very last. “parngrapt 
‘youre of the both you state that you have reread mine of. ‘the 12th end 
‘that you interpret it as an attempt to. have, you change yous lewver to 

ee agree with Mr. Wyckoff. Ir you had also reread. vour repeated reterences 
& in yours of August 15 to the "oscillations" ..of Mr. Zapsuder' € 'neuro- 

muscular system" and reslised that no one cculd bvelieve --- as You stiil 
do not --- that frame 313 could show any "oscillations of. Zapruder's 
neuromuscular system", you would mave realized that I thought you had 

Ae merely misspoken yourself when you alluded to pulses. starting at Frame 

* 313. You now postulate that., unlike Frames 181 or 182 and 220.0r 221, | 
a Frame 313 is due to a'shock wave. So you see my motive was (without seo~. 

‘ing the graph you have now sent me) to ‘correct. what I thought Was an in-+ 
pdvertent misstatement by you or a typographical : 

ae If the graph ‘that ‘Mr “Wyokof?: ‘has, worked out's: 
‘get a copy of his graph e-- is the same as, Yours,” 
“ignored the starting points at 181- 182 and 220-221. = 

““bssume it takes 1/3 second for the neuromuscular system .to. restond to: 

ve stimulus. As each: Frame is 0. 055° second, it takes 6 Frames to: cover 

2380 second. (But i think you. overestinate) the time it takes for the 
: le-stimulus.) You, overlook they. 

dime that sound. ‘takes “to: traverse about 270. fest from the 6th floor. 
Depository window: to: apruder's ears --- about 1/4 second or 4.to 5 

remese,..: Thus: ‘the ° shots would be fired 10 to 11 frames before the OSes) 

illations that begin: ‘at 181-182 and 220- roa As I think that, “the reuro= 
uscular, response, tekebr epout. 1/6, s SSORGa 3 qgea subtract a total of. 

“t i tnd ESRSe® shots at Frames mt 174." 
itive proot aS yet, 

Sponses, as 
“who express an! ‘Interest ‘in getting to the Potton oF ‘thi 

; behave like scientists by passing. from the observational, 

experimental stage and. determine, } py. firing a gun near “a: 

der's make-up (age, etc.), how long it takes for his hand: (h 
icamerea or a pen that-is poised) to respond to a loud noise, anda 

o determine whether..a shock wave shows up even if the gun is fire 

almost 100 yards away: and the bullet comes no nearer than SO yards awajy. 

Yes terday I spoke by. ‘phone with several authorities or investigators of 

the nervous system, but not a single’ one’ Could answer the question of: 4! 

how long it takes for: the human sand to respond to an unexpected noises 

f you will use the facilities of your own departnent (and, if need vs, 

of. related departments ) at Berkeley, you may become the foremost authers | 

4ty on the correct answer to this question. ve 



co 

W i to LNA 10-16-66 -. eon 

I shal} be glad to Lonrn: A LLEAZUES EXE able to 

ascertain regarding the actus . 3 (hike Zapruder) 

to respond to 4 rifle-shot, aes evider 4.38 x wxim or hand. 

ad (I aiso welcome Literature © sonrecs or pave om thi: cate) 

ay Your graph indicates Rat, in act prectice, Ven p acing the 

. “time of. the’ mito ts YOU. subtract only 3 Frames (ec to. about 

0. 16 to'0.22 econd). | When . calc alatin) ve time or on Kennedy. 

nit, I. would subtract, 7 or: A-ané t aad 2 (fo e it took 
bullet to ‘travel) where ‘Fra mes SS0-221 sre conce thus meking 

time of the hit to be et Pranic {He was ab eet. From 

‘Depository window; the velocit ed DOL to be 

about twice that. of sound. ) 

: “Dr. Thomps 30n ‘mentions that i ims Qa by 

‘Bre a copy of a'copy, and hence are t ¢ e: wight be 

able to get if you were able ‘to pe out 1 d = copy , 

‘taken directly of the original 4ap ar re shows. 

examples of each to illustrate the difs . 

: . T am cending "geroxed" copies of ‘your Letters (to. ‘ine) of Auguat 15 

7 and September 20 (with the two charts) to Dr. Josiah Thompson. 

: With many thanks for the time and energy you have given, and with 

“ hopes for reliabie inforuation on the actual. tin ie for a “startle-reaction 

»- .. J remain 
til 

‘Gretefully you IPS 

Commission 


